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This packet includes 20 “Match and Cover” activity
mats, 5 no prep practice pages, and picture
name reference pages.
To prepare this packet, just print the activity
mats and laminate or slide in page protectors.
Students will need red, orange, yellow, green, and
blue plastic linking cubes to complete this activity.
I recommend starting this activity in a whole
group or teacher led small group setting. This will
give students the opportunity to become familiar
with picture names prior to completing this
activity independently.
Students will read the letters on the right side of
the activity mat and identify the sounds each
letter makes. Please note: only short vowel
sounds are included. They will use the color code
to cover the pictures with the matching beginning
sound
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Mat #

Picture Names (L to R)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

butterfly, camera, alligator, back, antlers, dress, cookies, candle, cupcake, actor, button, dad, dragon, bell,
door, astronaut
finger, ham, grandma, empty, heart, elevator, fish, gate, envelope, glasses, hen, fire, flower, glue, electric,
house
jeans, igloo, lollipop, ketchup, jelly beans, lamb, kangaroo, laptop, iguana, karate, insects, lemon, kiss, jump
rope, ill, jello
penguin, night, ostrich, mask, mustache, popcorn, numbers, on, olive, purse, microphone, neck, nest, magnet,
picture, octopus
triangle, rabbit, scissors, question mark, unzip, quick, television, tomato, robot, tree, sunflower, under,
sunset, quilt, umbrella, rattle
windmill, valentine, zipper, x-ray fish, yard, zebra, violin, vine, x-ray, water, xylophone, zoo, yak, vote, wink,
yolk
elevator, up, octopus, actor, insects, otter, antlers, igloo, ambulance, elf, umbrella, astronaut, on, uncle,
iguana, empty
elephant, egg, apple, invitation, ask, on, itch, elbow, umpire, envelope, octagon, upstairs, intersection,
astronaut, under, October
ask, gloves, seven, gum, sock, address, vest, antlers, golf, volcano, ambulance, scissors, vegetables, star,
grass, vacuum
mirror, camera, milk, lightbulb, ladybug, electricity, cap, mitten, can, elbow, laptop, cloud, mug, leaf, envelope,
empty
balloon, nail, jacket, ostrich, octopus, ball, necklace, back, nose, jam, otter, nine, jump, olive, book, juice
up, doll, tie, under, igloo, table, insects, dress, unzip, ill, door, tissues, dinner, turtle, uncle, iguana
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Mat #

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Picture Names (L to R)
quiet, box, fence, ring, rabbit, fan, rain, question mark, queen, mix, quilt, fire, wax, road, flamingo, six
watermelon, pencil, kite, house, hat, kiwi, penguin, windmill, window, hammer, heart, pizza, popcorn, kettle,
well, koala
mask, butterfly, sunset, mailbox, sandwich, jump-rope, mug, button, sock, book, jeans, scissors, magnet,
jellyfish, bell, jelly
dragon, neck, flamingo, dinner, football, kangaroo, dad, night, numbers, kiss, nest, fish, flag, desk, king,
ketchup
window, teeth, wink, can, iguana, water, insects, television, tree, camera, watermelon, cupcake, cookie, igloo,
tissues, ill
zipper, zucchini, ambulance, mirror, microphone, hand, hive, zero, mitten, address, zig-zag, actor, ham,
apple, mustache, hat
yard, umbrella, yawn, pig, picture, leg, lamp, yolk, laptop, pizza, under, purse, yarn, lemon, upstairs, unzip

No Prep
Page

vest, ostrich, well, vote, road, watermelon, racket, olive, octopus, vine, ox, ring, valentine, rocket, windmill,
window
snowman, pizza, astronaut, fish, fork, seven, popcorn, socks, apple, farm, soccer, ambulance, alphabet, frog,
pig, puzzle
igloo, baby, mailbox, insects, moon, game, gas, balloons, invitation, bird, map, gift, grapes, mermaid, butterfly,
instruments
ten, cow, necklace, elbow, newspaper, elevator, tissues, nine, cake, tooth, car, envelope, elephant, castle,
nose, toaster

No Prep
Page

wagon, kangaroo, ladybug, domino, key, leaf, door, wand, lamp, kite, watermelon, king, drum, wind, duck, lock

No Prep
Page

volcano, hammer, jacket, vine, jelly, robot, valentine, rabbit, ring, vest, hand, jar, helmet, jellyfish, house, robe

No Prep
Page
No Prep
Page
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Match and Cover
Students will read the
letters on the right
side of the activity
mat and identify the
letter sounds. Using
plastic linking cubes,
they will refer to the
color code to cover
the matching pictures.
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Mat # 1

MATCH AND COVER
color
code:

Aa
Bb
Cc
Dd
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Name:

MATCH AND COVER
Directions: Color the cubes to create your own color code. Use the
code to color the pictures with the corresponding beginning sound.

color
code:

Ss
Pp
Ff
Aa
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